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!!!!!
Dear reader; !
Can I blindfold you and use you as a test rabbit?  
– can you blindfold me, so I can try to feel how you feel?    !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



SUMMARY !!!!!
In my cross disciplinary practice I research the interconnections between topics of mental illnesses 
and BDSM (a variety of often erotic practices or roleplaying involving bondage, discipline, 
dominance and submission, sadomasochism, and other related interpersonal dynamics. Sexual 
activity may occur in BDSM, but it is not essential part of it.)  !
Main investigation area is the connections themselves. So called `grey zone` in between these two 
topics; various concepts and questions as well sub topics in and around them. The `grey zone` is an 
abstract area and room where these topics meet. !!!
I chose to watch, I chose to observe. I chose to act, I chose to reveal. I chose to respect. So I could 
 keep asking, answering perhaps.  !!!
 !
I talk about body of control, power, power roles, desire, happiness and care in various forms. 
Meaning not only a physical body — as it is translated into art works in formats of objects and 
physical installations — also as a psychical body as a performative tool, and a body as a structural 
form.  !
I collect lived experiences and emotions to my archive. I build, ask, perform and translate. 
Consisting layers, questions, states and interconnections. Instead of simplifying the complicated, I 
aim to clarify it. Leave space for imaginary experience.  
Singularly cross dressing the intellectual to emotional and vice verse. Cross dressing languages, 
images, rooms and identities. Cross dressing to a role, a persona — as much as cross dressing out 
from one. !
The foundation for my work is build on psychological, mental and emotional states, where humanity, 
human nature, emotional states and desires play the key roles. To awake questions from the main- 
and sub topics are essential part of my work.  
Striking is the large elements of trust and care, that needs to be built within a relationship with a 
power dynamic.  !
My work could be titled as ”Research based art as narrative” or ”The narrative of research based 
art”.  
In my primary research I use mainly two methods:  
1: Personal archive; life with a mental illness, which is being used as an object and subject,  
2: Performance; live, on-line, created persona.  !
I place questions for the objects and installations: who — or what — are they? What is the 
choreography and grammar of them? Are they left overs, results or emotions? Are they in a 



contemporary dialogue? What are their connections and are they a performance of their own? How 
to translate that language? 
The boundaries of the performative work and when performance — if it can — forms to materiality. 
History of the material where we step into. Who is writing the history, who becomes the narrator? 
Role of the observant, relationship between and within the other. 
It could be viewed as a fictional dialogue as a form of visualization — or as a dialogue for a fictional 
visualization. !
I aim to translate — or cross dress — histories of actions. Political dreams of a female body co-exists 
with non-binary. Question of politics of care. Also the role of a fantasy and imaginary room are 
characterizing. Ethical boundaries have a large role in this investigation. !
During my research each others nursing — taking care of, at the highest level — raises perhaps as 
the strongest connecting factor. Fundamentally it is longing for love — in form of care — that I talk 
about. It goes beyond the power discussions and roles. Beyond sessions. Beyond naughty imaginary 
pictures. It is in you and I. Fetishes for life, love and other perversions.  !!!!
 !

(It is, our dirty little secret.)  



!!!!!!!!!!
There are quite few things that are as disempowering as getting naked in the front of a stranger in an 
anonymous room. Change your lingerie and socks in cold bright light. Lock in belongings, and you 
become a room number.  !
 Walk into a pale room in spring light. Where so called lunatics spend their half-living hours 
and emotional pain becomes a physical condition. Ask questions without answers — they want to 
medicate you, can you be fixed? Anonymous collective of pain and sorrow, long life stories and 
possible understanding. Hope for care.   !
 Who is in charge now? !!!!!
 There are very few things that are as empowering as changing an outfit and becoming a 
character. There are very few things that are as empowering as parts of a play. The details are in 
your imagination. !
 Walk into a dark room behind secret door and anonymous sign. Where you and I are aloud.  
Crowded with personas and power dynamics. You can become a pet. Strap-on, penetration, hot pink 
lace. Take control, take a role. Anonymous collective of comfort levels, service, mutual respect. Long 
life stories with power and responsibility. Satisfaction with aftercare.  !
 Who is in charge now?  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



METHOD 1: 
Personal archive !!!!
To rely on another person, on a level that you would give your mind, body and emotional existence to 
their hands is a remarkable thing.  !
 You can see it as a promise from me to you and vice versa.  
It cannot be found on pharmacy shelves, even if the act of it can.  !!!!!

Miscalculation of personal limitations !!
Haunting 
Counting !!!

Shut off shut down !
Cover !

the core !!!!!!!
Physical touch in terms of care is forbidden between patients who don`t share the same legal sex by 
birth.  
Some of us are able to sneak in mobile chargers and mirrors in powder compacts. I have been placed 
in rooms where the shower hose was visible and loose. The screws from plastic mirrors could easily 
be removed. Background checks are made and past journals are taken into consideration. Yet, the 
staff can be fooled. We carry those secrets. When we are strong enough, we aim to carry each other. 
There is no such thing as understanding, unless you have been there. Behind closed doors.  
Hear the screams during the night and tears from your roommate. All that you can offer is emotional 
dialogue. Remember: do not hold a hand, unless you share the same legal sex by birth.  !
Years ago, on Friday 13th, March or maybe April, there came a person whose appearance reminded 
of someone from a lost and found department. I had been forced to start medication. Obviously, at 
first it was without my approval. However, it is very easy to learn that you should follow instructions 
to ever get out of there.  



You see, I still remember this quick visitor. A stranger who, during a late evening conversation, 
opened up one of my most deep, hidden wounds. The first person who asked and listened. Became 
my Caretaker. 
This was followed by a platonic meeting in which a hand was held by another. I repeat: physical 
touch in terms of caring is forbidden between patients who don`t share the same legal sex by birth. 
There is something very sad about how a person is not allowed to wipe away another person’s tears. !
We had become a unit of understanding, support and care. But we were not allowed to speak with 
each other anymore. No one said a word. I was offered a sleeping pill.  
One of us was sent out couple of days later.  !
It took a few months before we spoke again, their situation had got worse and they had nowhere to 
turn. Instantly, our roles reversed.  
Find a way to handle and hold on to your assignment, somewhat. It can become a duty, followed by 
meetings with long-term patients that have created survival patterns and methods to construct a false 
picture, a perfect image.  
They are in charge; you perform their rules. Yet, in the end remains a question; who is in charge 
now? 
  
They try to fix us.  
The Art of becoming the perfect switch.  !!!!!!!!!
It is a very different reality to live in. Entire you is stigmatized. Categorized into boxes, described 
with short terms and letter combinations.  
The given labels, stamps on your forehead, may cross into another ones. Sharp edged boundaries sift, 
blurriness takes over. Think circles overlapping each other and there are grey rooms in between.  !
  Should I draw an example for you or can you imagine it?  
  Bare with me, let me try to describe.  !
In those grey zones happen the most complicated — descriptions of diagnostics fall out, fail, become 
something… else. Reach for community of understanding when institutionalized support system 
fails. Trust of/for care.  !
There is no sexiness, nothing desirable, in life with those diagrams. High points for not fitting into 
the predefined. Dreams of rope, overdose of pain. Search for happiness.  
Life with health care and chronic illness.  !
  With what, you need to learn to love the pain.     !!



I have worked and written about/with this before. About living with mental illness, about the 
individual behind a label and placed myself as an object and subject. It is, a hard work to do. That 
work has enlarged to a more anonymous form, yet the core remains in a personal archive. Would it 
be false otherwise?  
Here mental illnesses are not treated as defined diagnosis. Thematically it is being viewed from a 
clinical and non-clinical as well emotional viewpoint. From a patient as well from a place of 
observation, combined with intention to also connect with a care givers position. Switching roles 
back and forth.   !!!!!
I collect personal notes. Including theories about how this all might be about coping with a trauma, 
or results of it — that shaped me, or the other. Idea of it started to visit my private shower moments 
when I most often receive my clearest thoughts. Yet, the idea of trauma is very much fluid. As much 
as everything else in here. But dear reader; you already might have realized that.  
Perhaps, with this all, I so much work with my own identity? Perhaps, so much of this really goes 
back to Freud. !
During the time I have been struggling with giving words to this very large and complex work, I run 
into Dr. Astrida Neimanis. 
During this particular time I found certain comfort from how someone else has given words for some 
of my thoughts and how the author implicates others voices to this specific one. I can lean into it as it 
would be my safe harbor. !
In this text Neimanis, a lecturer in the Department of Gender and Cultural Studies at the University 
of Sydney, talks about trauma   while her writing is in a dialogue with — among others — the queer 1

feminist theorist Ann Cvetkovich`s text `An Archive of Feelings`.   2!
Neimanis writes:  !
”Of specific concern to Cvetkovich is how trauma challenges what we take ”the archive” to be: !
””Because trauma can be unspeakable and unrepresentable and because it is marked by forgetting 
and dissociation. It often seems to leave behind no records at all.””  
Cvetkovich underscores: ””trauma puts pressure on conventional forms of documentation, 
representation, and commemoration, giving rise to new genres of expression.”” … ””Thus demands 
an unusual archive, whose materials, in pointing to trauma`s ephemerality, are themselves frequently 
ephemeral.””  !
In other words, ”Archives of feeling” may in fact resist the durability or purported certainty that the 
idea of an archive can invoke.  !

!  Neimanis, Astrida, Water, a Queer Archive of Feeling at Tidalectics, edited by Stefanie Hessler, page 1

189-197, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and TBA21–Academy, London, England, 2018.

!  Cvetkovich, Ann, An Archive of Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures. Durham, NC: 2

Duke University Press, 2003. 



… Not only analyzing an archive but also bringing one to being. Because the trauma she 
(Cvetkovich) seeks to understand exists `at the limits of our understanding` as well as at the 
crossroads of the `complex relation between knowing and not knowing.` !
The archives she reads do not portend to tell the ”whole story,” whatever that might be. Perhaps most 
crucially, she calls these collections ”archives of feeling”: what they seek to document are not so 
much facts or events, but the intensities of affect that were both symptom and salve for these social 
wounds. !
Trauma in this sense is not so much forged from an individual experience as it is a potential 
gathering place for different kinds of we`s. Trauma is a phenomenon that helps us parse the 
lineaments of more systematic or structural social and political relations, and their capacity to 
endure.” !
(I chose to not integrate Neimanis, or neither Cvetkovich`s texts with mine. Simply I do not find a 
reason to intertwine them, they deserve their place as they are. Also; why should I? Someone else 
already said it better. (I have words to add.)) !!
We now have slightly scratched the surface of trauma. With that, I stop here.  !
I must place a question for myself; from where comes the need of touching an area that by this far 
haven't got a significant place in my work. It is about to break out. So as I said; bear with me. !!!!!!!!!!!! !

”-Patients whose lives are characterized by diagnostics and continuous, life long need for medical 
care, in some cases also hospitalization, are…," the lecturer started. 

Interruption1: 
”-Have you been there? Hospitalized I mean," a question from the audience. 

”-Mmmm…” 
”-It is a Yes or No question.” 

Silence. 
”-Well, no but…” 

Interruption 2: 
”-I assumed that. Nothing else to add.”  

Picked their belongings and left the auditorium.  !!
Play, session, scene had changed.  



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
A promise of control and happiness can be concealed within a delivery from a stranger. A narrative 
that is presented as desirable, with idealized images, hidden behind masks and control needs.   !
A whip inside of a head. In you and I.  
Brought to you by a stranger, so you can become your biggest ally and enemy. 
”I too, feel rejection, longing and loneliness”.       [quote]  !!!!!!!!



The American artist Johanna Hedvas work `Sick Woman Theory,` a text piece, novel or manifesto, 
has now for some years followed by my side. If Neimanis earlier mentioned text offered me a harbor, 
guess this one could be an anchor.  
`Sick Woman Theory` encapsulates the emotion of having the urge to lift up a fist up in the air, 
prepared for a fight and walk out on barricades, disappointed, angry, filled with frustration. Need to 
be seen and to be aloud to show. Hedva describes the emotion of an illness. !

 ”Sick Woman Theory is for those who are faced with their vulnerability and unbearable fragility,  
 every day, and so have to fight for their experience to be not only honored, but first made visible.  
 For those who, in Audre Lorde’s words, were never meant to survive: because this world was built 
 against their survival. It’s for my fellow spoonies. You know who you are, even if you’ve not been 
 attached to a diagnosis: one of the aims of Sick Woman Theory is to resist the notion that one needs 
 to be legitimated by an institution, so that they can try to fix you. You don’t need to be fixed, my  
 queens — it’s the world that needs the fixing.”    3!!!

Hedva gives an anti-capitalist voice to anyone left outside the normative, as an ill, as a human who 
has not been heard. Without color, without gender, without continent, without age.  
She nurtures me, as I nurture someone. The spiral is on. 
 !!
”I used to think that the most anti-capitalist gestures left had to do with love, particularly love 
poetry: to write a love poem and give it to the one you desired, seemed to me a radical resistance. 
But now I see I was wrong. 
The most anti-capitalist protest is to care for another and to care for yourself. To take on the 
historically feminized and therefore invisible practice of nursing, nurturing, caring. To take seriously 
each other’s vulnerability and fragility and precarity, and to support it, honor it, empower it. To 
protect each other, to enact and practice community. A radical kinship, an interdependent sociality, a 
politics of care. 
Because, once we are all ill and confined to the bed, sharing our stories of therapies and comforts, 
forming support groups, bearing witness to each other’s tales of trauma, prioritizing the care and 
love of our sick, pained, expensive, sensitive, fantastic bodies, and there is no one left to go to work, 
perhaps then, finally, capitalism will screech to its much-needed, long-overdue, and motherfucking 
glorious halt.”    4 !

!  Hedva, Johanna, Sick Woman Theory. www.maskmagazine.com. Chapter 4. 3

!  Hedva, Johanna, Sick Woman Theory. www.maskmagazine.com. Chapter 6. January 19, 2016. 4



!!!
 Wait 
 Can I wait for me !
 The one without uniform 
 The one without barrier 
 The one with knitted woolen socks on !!
 Wait !!
 Wait 
 Can I wait for I !
 That one 
 with uniform and face of steel !!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
  
 One 
 Uniform !!
 High heels for cock locks  !!
 Can I wait for myself 
 Before 
 To be  !
 Exposed 
 Wait !!!!!

Wait for the woolen socks  !!



METHOD 2: 
Performance as primary research; persona, live, on-line !!!!
To rely on another person, on a level that you would give your mind, body and emotional existence to 
their hands is a remarkable thing.  !
 You can see it as a promise from me to you and vice versa.  
It cannot be found on pharmacy shelves, even if the act of it can.  !!!!!!

Performative act takes place.  
Questions of personal ethics become present.  
Emotional and physical risks. Tentative state. !!!!!!!

In a city filled with a cabaret of characters, I had turned myself into one. !
After the first time, I never saw Park Avenue hotels in the same light again.  !!!!!
It is a very different reality to live in. The performative acts have taken place in a private setting. It 
might have been a private room or an event. First the persona was created, people had been found 
and then later treated in my head as living research materials, an archive of knowledge. I had to draw 
an emotional distance for them.  !
The method that we talk about here consists a persona, live act — such as described later in this text, 
and on-line act in a form of conversations/on-line dialogue. 
My role in live acts have remained as dominant, to my on-line part of the research I combined it with 
roles of a submissive and a switch.  
By far one of the hardest parts of my work is its mental, emotional and psychological aspects. 
Actions affect on me and my relationship to others.   
Nausea could be one word to describe emotional leftovers of these performances or secret wishes by 
others that appear on my laptop screen. It is not the act itself, but why it was taken. How far I am 
willing to go in terms of my artistic research? What are my personal limits?  !



From the ethical and moral aspect I am not allowed, neither interested, to reveal exact details or 
contents of sessions. It need to stay within the community and trust between individuals must be 
respected.  
Then how, when the material is that sacred and needs nurturing with highest possible respect, to 
show the translations between art work and research — differences in between, create a narrative, 
create an art piece? 
(Dear reader; in terms of time and space in this text form, let`s not try to go into that question  
– and, I already have some examples. So let`s carry on, shall we?) !
Both methods, including the presented work, are a journal, document and an archive of action/non-
action. They also fathom a possibility of using an archive in practice. 
It could be viewed as a fictional dialogue as a form of visualization. Or as a dialogue for a fictional 
visualization. Once again, there seems to not be a clear truth, it remains as a theory under a question 
mark.  !!!!
Have you started to want some naughty details? About whips, collars and so on? Created an 
imaginary picture inside your dirty little head? Do yourself a favor, do not expect that wish to be 
responded to, or you curiosity to be fulfilled.  !
For that, you can go ahead. Visit a club, or book a session. Your storyteller, Caretaker, will not be 
present. Because there is something else, highly important that needs to be understood. !!!
 !

Bound before human beings become objects. Question of personal relationship to sadism. 
Critical instrument for the investigation is I – as well my relationship to the other.  !!!!!

When I did it for the first time, the preparations for acts took hours upon hours. 
You see, the first step is to look right for the assignment. Clothing is essential, yet I had left that 
behind, on the other side of Atlantic. They can be bought, in the ‘city that never sleeps’. 
They can become your ultimate cover, harness and signifier of a role. There is something very 
specific about shiny black pvc and red latex. Somehow, they give a sense of power that may never 
have been felt before.   
When I did it for the first time, I had sat on a bus for hours from Boston towards Manhattan. It 
seemed to be a destination that I would never reach. Anxious about the coming task, I was slightly 
nauseous with a pulsating excitement and a delayed arrival to an apartment downtown. Fix that face 
and drink that wine. Everything is allowed in love and war, right? Under terms to stay anonymous. !
I set boundaries. Private affection and illusions of pancake breakfasts were not an option. Don`t 
expect hand holding sessions. Assume this, until I am proven wrong, at least. I must clarify one 
thing; payment is not included, but can information be viewed as a currency?  



Keys to success: build up that face of steel. Convince  yourself it is mandatory. Explain to yourself 
that all emotions are natural and self hate is not invited — it invited itself. All I wanted was to get 
home and put on the woolen socks that my mom had knitted.  
I have never asked for anyone’s relationship status or specific professions. Where they came from, or 
where they were going. My task is to take care of fantasies and fulfill desires. In the cities of spies. !!
You see, the first time I held a stranger’s head on my lap and let them cry it all out, I realized very 
deeply what the responsibility was that I had taken.  
My personal boundaries had again become a grey mess. I had abandoned my personal limitations 
and certainly crossed the lines of what I am willing to do, in terms of artistic research.  
You see, this person cried and wanted to be held. My role was to hold, listen and be present. It is very 
much human.  !!!!!!
We now get slightly closer to the element of anonymity; power of control or stigmatization. As in the 
first research method, also here the various roles are switching.  !
In terms of staying anonymous I travelled abroad and consciously chose to not start this part of my 
investigation in Stockholm. Beside anonymity, I would say that need for personal and artistic 
freedom were affecting to the decision. Even stigmatization had its role, which I at that point was not 
ready to face yet. Perhaps also struggling with my own ethics and therefore taking distance to the 
city where I live in. Perhaps to stay anonymous from myself.  !
Live acts and other type of research (i.e., interviews) have taken place in New York, Stockholm, 
Berlin and partly in London.  
Online dialogues are from across the Europe and Northern America. So here we don't have a 
geographical connecting point for desires and fantasies. One of the most fundamental aspects are 
humanity and human needs. They exist regardless zip code. !!!!!!!!

Reconstruct power 
Body as an ally and enemy 

Control body — body control  
Cover and reveal  

A play  !!!!



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
After one particular night I spent two days in bed, in self-disgust.  
To pack my tool bag could easily be associated with something shiny, hard and soft. Control related, 
perhaps.  
There is no ready-made tool bag or guide-book on how to truly meet yourself. I crossed all the 
private boundaries that I imagined I had, resulting in days where there was very little self respect 
left.  
It was not the act itself, it was why it had occurred. My agenda had become blurry, very much living 
in the grey zone in every aspect of my life.  
A tool, that from a very early age, I have learned how to use. It`s a grand weapon. A body that has 
been objectified by men, touched by men, raped by men. It has been my biggest ally and enemy. I 
took the ownership of my body into my own hands, yet from time to time I lost it. Body, as a FemDom 
dream that I created, dressed and now emotionally abused.  
There is no ready-made tool bag for how to meet yourself. No beginner’s kit. No advanced guidance 
for the survival of your own actions. You see, I created a persona and invited them to the City of 
Spies. Aftercare was between them and a character. 
Where do I place myself — after that one particular night.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



!!
Nov 19 0:18 am 
Hello how are you? 
Lovely to meet you here, my name is … and I have been in the lifestyle for a long time, I am recently 
divorced, and I`m looking for someone interesting someone who can tease my mind as much as my 
body. Care to say hello. !!!
Nov 27 2:22 am 
Hello Madame, 
I obey any command. !!!
Dec 22 1:29 am 
Hello, I am not good with self introductions, I do better at conversations. I would love to chat and 
get to know you better. I would really appreciate it if you would let me know even if you are not 
interested so I know not to bother you further. Hope you have a good day.  !!!
Jan 6 11:27 am 
Hello goddess 
I`m on my knees please my goddess 
please show mercy on me 
goddess please make me your pet 
doggy please my goddess. !
Feb 8 8:17 pm 
Gorgeous! Want to use me? I`ll do anything you ask.  !!!
Mar 7 5:54 pm 
Looking fantastic Mistress, I gladly submit. Permission please to kneel in submission and worship 
your photo? 
Thank you Mistress. For how long may I worship you? 5 minutes? 10? Longer? 
Yes Mistress I understand. Thank you for allowing my submission. Please Mistress may I  approach 
on Thursday again? I am begging please to visit you to be punished. 
Thank you Mistress and goodnight Mistress. !!!
Jun 27 0:26 pm 
Can you help me please! !



Slightly as Johanna Hedva, also the professional American Dominatrix and fetish wrestler Goddess 
Lola Jean has an ongoing spot in my BDSM related research during the entire time in Masters 
program. Lola Jean is also a sex educator, instructor, coach, mental health professional and writer. 
Our paths crossed for the first time during one of my research trip in New York fall 2017. A year 
later we got in contact through social media and have a discussion of possible collaboration in the 
future. 
In an interview by Elite Daily, an American online news platform, in February 2018 she described 
her work as following: !
”Orgasm and ejaculation aren’t always synonymous with pleasure. While pleasure can manifest 
physically, it also manifests mentally. A release can be the act of finally receiving whatever it is that 
a person desires. 
For me, everything revolves around control. I get off on power-tripping, exhibitionism, and denying 
individuals. While there’s no doubting the monetary benefits, I find greatest value in using 
Domination to cope with my insecurities and past. To understand my kinks, you must understand my 
history. Kink is how we play as adults. This magical space can help us deal with ill-confidence, 
shame, anxieties, and past trauma. 
When I Domme, I get my client's consent, then call the shots and use my client as my play thing. 
(Consent is vital here.) I am the puppet-master; I am the conductor. It is not how I can serve them, 
but how they can serve me. No longer am I overlooked or tossed aside.”    5!!
I have — as part of my research and by side — done fictional and emotional interviews and 
dialogues with Lola Jean. Or rather with the content of what she already have said.     
I have picked elements from her meanings, related and compared them (in various contexts) to mine 
and my own outcomes. I have chopped to pieces several, already existing, articles and interviews, 
selected parts from her lecture, left out and brought in. And then left out again. Little like spank 
bench material. Someone and something to relate to.  !!!
”He requires much patience. There are many months of brattiness I endure. I am calm, yet stern. I 
know I am the only person to which he ever submits. Our relationship stems beyond the acts I make 
him do. It builds off of a trust. My purpose is irreplaceable. I remind him of his initial desires and 
intentions, and to keep those core values in sight. We choose his name together: The Cum Dumpster. 
Or “Cummy,” as I affectionally refer to him.” 
… ”Cummy and I have met in person twice. Once at his apartment—where I tease, kiss, and cuddle 
him. Once on the street between our respective homes—where I only tease him. Cummy is a decent 
looking fella, but the basis of our relationship isn’t sexual attraction. Financial Domination is a facet, 
though it’s not the foundation. Money is sporadic, but his loyalty remains the same. I know 
Cummy’s devotion to me is unwavering from the hurdles we face throughout our relationship. 
There’s a care we develop for each other. He takes pride in my career accomplishments and provides 
comforting words when I am unhappy. I know that Cummy would never judge me, nor I him. 
Though he is often too busy to provide the constant attention I require, his consistency remains a 
virtue. He may not be the best submissive, nor the best pay pig, but he is my “Cummy”.”   6

!  Jean, Lola, I work as a professional Domme and this is how I run my sessions with my clients, 5

www.elitedaily.com, February 23, 2018.

!  Jean, Lola, Facebook, March 26, 2018.6



Dominance is not about barking orders. BDSM is not a code for physical violence. It is not an ”all or 
nothing” situation.  
Following quotes are from an article at The New York Times; ”The boundary between abuse and 
BDSM,” May 23, 2018.  
Interview for the article was made at an event in a sex-shop located on Manhattan and hosted by the 
Eulenspiegel Society. It describes itself as the “oldest and largest BDSM support and education 
group” in the United States. People being interviewed are educators and different professionals, 
among others sex-workers that wanted to stay anonymous because of the risk for stigmatization. !
“You want to make sure that you narrate what is going to be happening. You create a container for 
the things that are your worst fears, your darkest fantasies, and you create very strong boundaries 
around that. Respecting those boundaries is the most important thing.” / Anonymous sex-worker. !
“There’s an important body of law that declares it illegal to consent to certain types of physical harm, 
whether it’s sexual or not.” “You can’t consent to torture. You cannot consent to serious bodily 
injury.” / Wendy Murphy, a professor of sexual violence law at New England School of Law. !
“To understand you have a kink, you’re already ahead of people,” “To act on it and explore it, that’s 
the most noble thing. There’s no confidence like knowing yourself.” / Lola Jean, a sex educator. !!!!!!!!!!!!!
To rely on an another person on the level, that you give your body, mind and emotional existence to 
their hands is a remarkable thing.  !
 You can see it as a promise from me to you and vice versa.  
It cannot be found from pharmacy shelves, even if the act of it can.  !
 You lay your trust in my hands, and I will forever cherish it.  !
 I chose to watch, I chose to observe. I chose to act, I chose to reveal. I chose to respect. So I 
could keep asking, answering perhaps. So I could write a story for all of you.  !
 I have been asked if I go to therapy — with you, I went beyond.  !!



 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
”`Aftercare` refers to the time and attention two partners spend together after an intense sexual 
experience, built around discussing how you both felt about what just took place and ensuring each 
partner feels appreciated and cared for. It differs from couple to couple based on your own wants and 
needs (for some, it might include cuddling; for others, a conversation about exactly what was going 
through your mind during act), but aftercare is a way to touch base and ensure you both feel safe and 
comfortable.” / Lola Jean. !!



TRANSLATING TO AN EXHIBITION: 
Stockholm, fall 2018 !!!!
I formed a shiny black bondage tape to a shape of a bandage role, next an original white one. They 
became equal. Transformed _trans _formed.      Out / Exit /Safe !
I shaped another white bandage role to a triangle shape, just as I would fold a certain (sex) toy or an 
equipment so to say, and wrapped it up with a silicon cock ring. In a dialogue with shiny black left 
overs.          License to serve !!
I placed on a clinical white table a light pink bondage rope, originally from my first research trip.  

Permission granted  !
I showed folders, seen as institutional symbols. White A4 size papers. Written archive of a 
performance as primary research formed as a journal, as well footnotes:   What about desire? !
Stolen hospital blanket solidly wrapped with a shiny black bondage tape. Red tape.  

Attached / Attachments !
There were Concealed promises as opened old envelope. A box with one hundred pills, separately 
archived into individual tiny zip bags. From a time of Body control — control body.  
Whip inside of a head. I wrote a post-it I made this especially for you.   !
These all I placed on two clinically white tables. Archives with a narrative, dialogue and 
choreography. I gave physicality, abstract archive, to dress coding / coding, red and white. Sheets 
with history, similar to latex, navigating or instructing, in the space. They had a body and game of 
their own. Still today, I do not know what came first. Are or were they a play, session or a scene.  
Left overs or an actual prologue.  !
The only way I could draw connecting lines between my topics, was to draw mind maps. Drawing 
lines to see a form of a grammar and interconnections in my research, between and within the topics. 
Lines between current key words. It had become seductive. Complexity remains as the clearest 
element in this all. Duality in themes.  

If you give Domme a cookie !!
In a subtile way, it all went back to me — as an ”I” or ”I = persona”. Who ever that might be.  
(Often we most strongly relate to personal stories, imaginary or not.)  !
I wrote a text piece To whom it may concern. It formed as a love letter from `a Caretaker`:  !!!!!!



Maybe it`s not about how you feel for me, 
maybe it`s about how I make you feel about you. !
How we both feel safe and cared for 
with understanding the dynamic. !
You place your trust in me, 
aim to please. 
I place my trust on you, 
aim to please.  !
Permission to seed and choose 
 (Who doesn`t want to be loved?) !
Our social organization of happiness. !
In a ballet of diffuse movement and grey velvet unity, 
with soft shades of comfort. 
 (Passionate sensuality of emotions.) !
You would come and look for me, 
 after anyone. 
I would come and look for you, 
 after everyone. !
 (Vice versa) !
Our fetishes for life, love and other perversions.  
Each others care at most, when the body is longing. !
You remain afraid in a scene.  
I remain afraid in a scene. !
Your hard limits won`t be violated. 
My hard limits won`t be violated.  !
I undress you to be naked. 
You undress me   
naked. !
I made this especially for you.  !
Maybe it`s not about how I make you feel about you, 
maybe it`s about how you feel for me. !!!
*A Caretaker was born. !



Let`s quickly jump back to Neimanis – who for the first time simply caught me with `Water, a Queer 
Archive of Feeling` — and in form of two short quotes.  
I might now be serving a side track. Just to whip this all even more.  !
”Might water, then, too, bee a kind of queer archive of feeling?” 
”If water is an archive of feeling, it is also an archive of forgetting. Not all that is significant leaves a 
durable trace, nor should everything be remembered. Inscription is sometimes resisted.” !
Could this possibly be — as also earlier mentioned — in a relation to coping with a trauma? All we 
know by this far, is that everything changes. Is fluid.  !
* She got me at ”hello”.  
* Water is my element.   
* I have resistance to talk from queer perspective, neither quote queer theories. With this one I hadn't 
even checked out in advance what I was actually reading about. Water came.  !!!!!
I might tease you dear reader, with keys and several keyholes. Can that too, be a play? !
Fundamentally it is a search for happiness that we talk about here. Of physical needs and emotional 
desires from and of a human. Testing out human connections. There is a high risk and risk taking — 
in personal and emotional. It comes from a place of care.  !
Beyond power discussions and roles.  
Beyond sessions.  
Beyond naughty imaginary pictures. !!
Who doesn't want to be loved and cared for?  !
It is in you and I.  
  Fetishes for life, love and other perversions. !!!
Grounding thematics have started to lose their hierarchical positions. A new element takes over — 
role of a switch. 
By this far each others nursing at the highest level raises as perhaps the strongest connecting factor 
within these two widely crazy thematics. Components are heavy and loud, huge even. They carry 
secrets, questions and perhaps someday clearly formulated conclusions.  
For this essay my conclusion is that I remain captivated by this all. And that everything, and I mean 
everything, is fluid. !!
(Did you bear with me?)  !



NOTES:  
Key terms and aspects !!!!
A Caretaker – receiver, giver 
Artist – viewer/participant !
A Caretaker: 
”Giver” — ”Receiver” — ”Taker?” !
”Action research” !
After care !
Anonymity: personal power of control or stigmatization !
Archive !
> capital, attraction, legitimation, identity and un-identifying — other, personal > self-identification !
Attraction !
Auto-biography 
Auto-ethnology !
Body !
Boundaries: personal and professional — physical, mental, emotional > ethics and moral !
Case studies !
Capital and labour, i.e., cultural capital = future ?  !
Community > understanding, mutual respect, duration, safe and safety, support, words — crisis plan, 
aloud to be  
> on each others terms: community, individuals  !
Community — social contact — communications 
Connections: 
Intellectual – emotional 
Human — desire — belonging — happiness  !
Cultural baggage !
Description of desire !
Different roles in a society !



Discipline !
Distinction between personal and private !
”Domme think” — ”Sub think” — ”Switch think”  !
Domination – submission:  !
Dominant/Top 
Submissive/Bottom 
Switch (role between dominant and submissive varies)  !
Dramaturgy !
Elements of mystifying and mystification > desire to practice control and power ? > maybe it is not 
about un-—visualizing yourself !
Ethics !
Family !
Fetishism (no valuation as positive or negative) !
Frames of intimacy  !
Gender and non-binary !
Glory holes !
Hierarchical relationships, social stigmatization and individual shame > repairing individual !
Historical contextualization ? = future ?   !
History of mythology !
Human conditions 
Human outcome !
Humiliation, service, motivation !
Intellectual analysis — emotional analysis  !
Journal/Document !
Mutual exchange on each others terms > individuals, community !
Non-clinical setting / Clinical setting !
”Notion of otherness” !



Ongoing research !
Outcome: material, immaterial  !
Observatory – the other !
Paradox  !
Power roles and control: 
Dominant – submissive !
Positioning emotion  !
Performativity !
Persona !
Persona — meeting !
Primary research as a form of performance > physical action, mental and emotional limitations  !
Play — session — scene !
Public/Private !
Primary position !
Queer perspective ?  !
Role of subculture ? = future ? !
Role/Position of drag ? !
Safe space – Sub space !
Social care, social capitalism = future ? !
Sociological studies !
Structure !
Space specific !
Sadistic !
Sensual  !
Social language !
Sustainability 



Terminology — short terms — codes — roles  
> classification, ”boxing in”, diagnostics, scales !
Techniques: questioning, mind games, obedience/rules, ”be a tease”, bondage and sensory, 
deprivation, ”silence is power” !
Time with and in a sorrow, in a process  !
Trauma ? !
Trust and care !
Visibility/Un-visibility !
”What is a formative desire?” — transformative desire, what it can be? = future ? !!!!!!
AFTERWORDS: !!
Both of the main topics include a place of shame and stigmatization, co-handed with care and desire 
for happiness. Something about learning to love the pain and coping with trauma?  
Is there also a question of normative emptiness? 
In this text I aimed to describe two research methods, out from something very complex — and to 
provide an insight, partly expose and display some selected fragments from the process of 
investigation. Understanding within the power dynamics. Role of a switch and reversed power roles. 
Drawing a line in between their unholy alliance. !!!!

What about desire? !!!!!
A footnote for the reader: 
I`d like to talk about the emotional grammar of language, versions of it. The high value of it and 
how we carry it. The forms of how we broach the term itself. Yet there is a limited amount of 
characters in each one of our lives and how we are able to use them. Rooms changes, all that remains 
is that everything is fluid. (I said it several times.) !!
A footnote for myself:  
What about we as individual, loving, passionate, sexual, intelligent, human beings?


